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Abstract 
A numerical iteration scheme ispresented for the calculation of coherent vortex structures. Steady solutions of the 
Euler vorticity equation are found, using a variational characterization fordipolar and monopolar vortices as relative 
equilibria of the Poisson system. The variational principle for the vorticity is solved by a numerical method for 
nonconvex optimization. Besides the variational principle for the vorticity, an optimization process is used for the 
multipliers that appear in the description. The free boundary is solved implicitly in the iteration process. 
Keywords: Dipolar vortices; Monopolar vortices; Relative quilibria; Nonconvex optimization 
1. Introduction 
It is well known that the two-dimensional Euler equations, describing the flow of an inviscid and 
incompressible fluid, are a Poisson system or generalized Hamiltonian system. The coherent vortex 
structures, like the monopolar and dipolar vortices, which can be observed in many physical 
configurations, can be related to the relative equilibria of this Poisson system. The relative 
equilibria of the system, satisfying certain conservation laws, are of special interest for two obvious 
reasons; first of all since the set of these critical points is invariant for the flow I-9] which means that 
the equilibria correspond to steady solutions of the Euler equations and secondly because these 
steady state solutions might play a fundamental role in the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions of 
the evolution equation [6, 7-1. 
Looking at relative equilibria for the Poisson structure, the attention is focussed on some of the 
characteristic properties of the vortices. The apparently low-dimensional behaviour of the vortices 
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is modelled with only few parameters. This is achieved by constraining the values of the integrals 
that correspond to the physical properties of interest, like the circulation and momentum. To find 
the steady solutions numerically, it is important that the values of the integrals under consideration 
are conserved, for these values are the parameters that characterize the solutions. 
We will consider a numerical method that exploits the structural aspects of the problem. An 
iteration process is constructed by appliance of the variational principle that has to be satisfied by 
the equilibria. Since we are interested in confined vortices, a free boundary problem will have to be 
solved for the vorticity. 
We will use a method for nonconvex optimization developed by Eydeland, Spruck and Turking- 
ton [2-4]. Here no time evolution is taken into account but only the extremal property of the 
relative equilibria. Besides the variational principle for the vorticity, an optimization process is 
used for the multipliers that appear in the description. The free boundary of the confined vortex 
solutions is solved implicitly within the iteration procedure. 
In Section 2 we shortly formulate the equations of motion in a generalized Hamiltonian 
formulation. We give the constrained critical value problems that characterize the relative quilib- 
ria (and consequently the confined vortices) we are interested in. 
In Section 3 the iteration process, based on the general principle described by Eydeland et al., is 
presented. We are merely interested in the application of the method to confined vortex structures. 
For that reason the reader is referred to [1-4] for details on the nonconvex optimization method, 
the existence of solutions and other theoretical spects. The basic idea of the method is only briefly 
repeated here. 
Calculations of confined dipolar vortices are made on a periodic square domain. This will be 
presented in Section 4. Both symmetric and nonsymmetric dipolar vortices are found, for different 
values of the circulations of the vortices. The confinement of the vortices will be lost for sufficient 
unbalance between positive and negative vorticity. 
In Section 5 the iteration scheme and some calculations are shown for monopolar vortices on 
unbounded omains. 
2. Var ia t iona l  fo rmulat ion  for conf ined vort ices 
The Euler equations, describing the motion of a two-dimensional incompressible, inviscid flow 
with unit density, can be written in terms of streamfunction ~,and vorticity 09 as follows: 
Ot09=--1709"JlTI]l, where-A~b=09,  J=(  0 10) - 1 " (1) 
It follows directly from (2) that time-independent solutions are given by vorticity distributions that 
are constant on streamlines. Then if ~k and 09 are functionally related, say 
~k = f(09) (2) 
for some function f then 09 is a time-independent solution of (1). Analogously one finds steadily 
rotating solutions if ~, and 09 are related by: 
0 =f(09) + ½ ctr2, (3) 
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where r 2 = X 2 + y2. The solutions will rotate with angular velocity 0c. We will be interested in 
confined vortices, which are vorticity distributions co with bounded support, surrounded by 
irrotational flow. It follows directly that for confinement the functions f in (2) and (3) must be 
multivalued in co = 0. 
It is observed that the Euler equations possess a Poisson structure, with a Poisson bracket given 
by: 
{F, G} (~o) = <6F(09), - I7o9. J 176G(co)> 
and the Hamiltonian given by the kinetic energy H(e~)--½~kw. With additional integrals, say 
11, ..., Is, that are in involution {Ii, Ij} = 0, it is known that solutions of constrained critical value 
problems for H of the form: 
extr {H(~o)lI,(co) = 71; ... ; Is(og) = 7,} (4) 
are exact solutions of the (reduced) dynamics. This means that these relative quilibria re special 
solutions of (1) when the evolution is adjusted by the flow of the integrals Ii. Therefore the following 
procedure is used to generate confined vortices: the confined structures are found as critical points 
of H on sets of vorticity distributions that satisfy certain integral constraints. Steady vortices are in 
this way characterized by only few (physically relevant) parameters. 
We will characterize the vortices using the following integrals for (1): 
Energy: 
Positive vorticity: 
Negative vorticity: 
Enstrophy: 
H(co) = 
=L>o  
= L<o  
Angular momentum: P(o~) = ½Sr209 (r 2 = X 2 "l- y2)  
and we consider the following constrained variational problems for the vorticity: 
extr {H(a~)l W(og) = w; F+(to) = 7+; /'_(co) = 7-; P(~o) = p} (5) 
co~L2 (D) 
for different values of (w, 7 +, 7-, P) e • ÷ x Rd- x ~o x ~. (We use the notation: ~d- = ~ ÷ w {0}.) 
The constraint for the enstrophy will generate a continuous vorticity distribution. The choice for 
the constraint W is motivated by the results on asymptotic decay for two-dimensional confined 
vortices using the self-organisation hypothesis [6-8]. 
The division of the circulation into a positive and a negative part will provide the non- 
differentiability hat is required for the confinement of the solutions. Furthermore, this splitting 
generates separate regions with positive and negative vorticity. 
The flow of the angular momentum is a rotation and the constraint P will be used to find steadily 
rotating monopolar vortices. We consider the cases of dipolar and monopolar vortices eparately. 
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2.1. Dipolar vortices 
For the characterization of dipolar vortices in a spatial domain D, we adopt the boundary 
condition ~k = 0 on 0D. The streamfunction is then uniquely related to the vorticity as the solution 
of: 
@~n2(D)nn~(D), -A@=to  inD,  ~k=0 onOD. 
We consider variational problems of the form: 
extr {H(to)lW(to) = w; /'+(to) = 7+; Y-(to) = 7-} (6) 
taeL2(D) 
and look for extremal solutions with the shape of two simply-connected domains with opposite 
sign of vorticity. As was mentioned before, the nondifferentiable integrals F÷ and F_ generate at 
least two separate regions of nonzero vorticity, but there may also exist solutions of (6) with more 
such regions. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for the constraint set to be nonempty is 
7+ + 7- ~< (2wlDI) 1/2. 
If this Cauchy-Schwarz type inequality is satisfied, one can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. There exists at least one solution to to (6), such that to ~ Ca(D), Va ~ (0, 1). 
Defining the domains D+ = {x~Dlto(x) > 0}, D_ = {x~DI to(x) < 0} and Do = D\(D+uD_), 
the Euler-Lagrange equation associated to (6) reads 
~O =/~o~ + a+, in D+ 
a -  ~< ~ ~< a+, in Do (7) 
~b =/~to + tr_, in D_. 
Here #, tr +, tr_ are the Lagrange multipliers associated to the constraints W, F+, F_ respectively. It 
follows from the strong maximum principle applied to the Laplace eigenvalue problem for to on 
D + and D_, that necessarily/~ > 0. 
It follows from the variational inequality (7) that ~ > tr+ in the interior of D+, yielding that 
max ~k > tr+ on the whole domain D. Analogously it holds: min ~O < a_ on D. Therefore a+, a_ are 
found in the bounded set: 
T = { (a+' a - )e  N21min d/(x) < <~ a+ <max0(x)}.x~o 
A necessary and sufficient condition for the total confinement of the dipolar vortices is given by: 
a_ < 0 < a+. This follows from the fact that the streamfunction ~Ohas the (constant) values a+ and 
tr_ at the free boundaries of the vortex domains D + and D_, while ~k = 0 on t~D. Therefore there 
exists a critical transition from a confined state to a nonconfined state for a crossing through zero 
of one of the multipliers tr+ or tr_. 
Let D be a rectangular domain, then the calculations with the boundary condition, ~O = 0 on 6D, 
can be interpreted as the simulation on a quarter cell of a periodic spatial domain. This is 
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Fig. I. Confined and nonconfined ipolar vortices in a periodic spatial domain. 
symbolized in Fig. 1. Due to the imposed periodicity, the dipolar vortices in such a quarter cell 
D will not translate or rotate, as would be the case for symmetric and, respectively, nonsymmetric 
dipolar vortices on all of ~2. The confined states in D generate a stationary, smooth vortex 
configuration i the periodic spatial domain. 
The nonconfined states in D are nonsmooth vorticity profiles in the periodic spatial domain, 
since the vorticity will change sign discontinuously at the inner boundaries ( ee Fig. 1). Of special 
interest is then for which parameter values in the constrained critical value problem (6) the 
confinement of the vortices will be lost. 
2.2. Monopolar vortices 
Taking 7- = 0 in (5) results in an obstacle problem for the nonnegative orticity. We consider 
the following variational problem with pointwise constraint, o characterize rotating monopolar 
vortices: 
extr {n(o9)l W(o9) = w; F(o9) = 7; o9 ~> 0; P(og) = p}. (8) 
Here the notation F(og)= So9 is used for the total circulation. We are interested in finding 
monopoles in the plane, with a condition on ~k at infinity (see, e.g., [11]), such that ~k is the unique 
solution of: 
I~H2([~2) ,  -A@=og,  ~/(x),-, F2(£)loglx I, as lxl---,oo. (9) 
We will simulate the vortices in the plane by considering a spatial domain D that is large enough for 
confinement of the monopoles. The boundary condition posed upon the streamfunction is 
r(og) 
~k(x) - 2----~- log Ixl, for x e dD. 
The following variational inequality holds for (8) in case the extremum is a maximum: 
[~// = ~to9 + Cr +½0~r 2, in D+ 
(10) 
~< a + ½ cxr x, in Do. 
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Here/~, tr, ~ are the Lagrange multipliers associated to the constraints W, F, P respectively. It can 
be shown [5] that for a maximization it holds: # > 0 and ~/> 0. 
In case of a minimization the variational inequality reads: 
(~ =/XO9 -4- O" "4- ½~r 2, in D+ 
(11) 
~> tr "4- ½ ~r 2, in Do 
with/~ ~< 0 and ~ < 0. 
Due to the angular momentum constraint, he relative quilibria will be steadily rotating vortex 
structures. It can easily be shown that the vortices rotate with angular velocity ~ (see also (3)), where 
is the multiplier associated to the constraint P: ~ = 8H/OP. 
3. Nonconvex optimization for multi-constrained variational problems 
In this section we consider the numerical method eveloped by Eydeland, Spruck and Turking- 
ton [2-4] for finding steady extremal states of a Hamiltonian system. We show the application of 
the method to relative equilibria of the Euler vorticity equation. 
We will first give a brief motivation for the choice of this method. To find the coherent states 
numerically it is necessary to use an efficient method that can solve the vorticity distribution as well 
as the free boundary. An algorithm is needed that solves the multipliers without a priori knowing 
the support of the vortices. Furthermore, the constraints have to be satisfied accurately, since the 
solution depends on the values of the integrals explicitly. 
The method by Eydeland et al. exploits the extremal property of the solutions, while the (trivial) 
time evolution of the steady states is left out in the calculations. The numerical method is based on 
two ideas: (i) it is observed that the Lagrange multipliers atisfy a variational characterization; 
(ii) a method is applied for nonconvex optimization, by linearizing the nonconvex (or nonconcave) 
part of the functionals around the previous iteration step. These two ideas will be briefly elucidated 
below. 
3.1. Variational formulation for Lagrange multipliers 
For simplicity consider the variational problem with only one constraint: 
extr {H(@II(@ = 7}- 
o) 
Assume a family of equilibrium solutions is parametrized by the value of 7. Lagrange's multiplier 
rule supplies a constant 2 ~ R such that fiH(og) = 2 fiI(@. (Here ~ denotes the variational derivative 
with respect o 09.) The value of the multiplier 2 depends on the specified value of the constraint. 
With the suitable value for 2 = 2(7) the variational problem can be written as 
extr H(o~) -- 2 I(to). 
o~ 
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It is observed that the multiplier 2 can be found from a variational principle. Indeed, from: 
extr extr H(to) - 2 (l(co) - 7) (12) 
2 to 
first an extremum can be found for to, still depending on 2, say 05(2) . Then 05 satisfies: 
6H(05) - 2 61(05) = 0, and the remaining critical value problem for 2: 
extr H(05(2)) - 2 (1(05(2)) -- 7) 
2 
indeed yields the value for 2 for which 1(05) = ~,. 
In this way the constrained variational problem is transformed to an unconstrained problem. 
Without any restriction this can be generalized to variational problems with a family of constraints. 
The type of extremality (minimum, maximum, saddle) can change due to the transformation to
an unconstrained problem. This is no restriction, since we are interested in any critical solution. It 
means, however, that the types of the successive optimizations for co and the multipliers will have to 
be checked separately. We can use the following result. 
Lemma 3.1. Define the funct ion f(2) = max u F(#, 2). I f  F(12, 2) is (strictly) convex in 2, then f(2) is 
(strictly) convex. 
A similar result holds for the concavity of a function f (2 )= min F(/2, 2), when F is (strictly) 
concave in 2. The lemma is easily proved with the definition of convexity. 
After substitution of the extremizer 05(2) into (12), the optimization for the multiplier(s) becomes 
finite-dimensional nd the optimization for the function H(05)-  2(1(05)- 7) can be solved by 
a steepest descent method. The numerical optimization for to is infinite-dimensional however, and 
moreover, the functional H(o) ) -  2(1(o))-  7) might be nonconvex in ~. We therefore consider 
a numerical optimization method for nonconvex functionals. 
3.2. Nonconvex optimization 
Suppose ~¢g(co) is a nonconvex function or functional, that can be split into a convex and 
a concave part as follows: 
Jt~(to) = H(o) - 2I(a0 
with H and 2I both convex. To find a maximum of ~ the following iteration scheme is used: 
tOk+ 1 = arg max 3H(tOk) tO -- 2I(to). (13) 
¢D 
Here "arg max" corresponds to the unique maximizer of the concave maximization. It is easily 
shown that the iteration scheme converges to a maximum of ~ut': 
~ut'(Ogk+ 1) = H(OOk+ t) -- 2I(~0k + 1) 
>~ H(O)k) + 3H(O)k)(rnk+ 1 -- e)k) -- 2I(C0k+ 1) 
>~ H(e)k) + 6H(cok)(Ok -- ~Ok) -- 2I(~Ok) 
= 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
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The first inequality is due to the convexity of H. The second is due to the fact that ogk + 1 maximizes 
~H(ogk)o9-  2I(o9). If ~(o9) is bounded from above, the convergence to a (local) maximum is 
achieved. 
Note that, for the limit point o9~, 
o9oo = arg max ~H(og~)o9 - 2I(o9), 
to  
from which we observe that o9~ is a critical point of ovg: 
~(o9o~)  = ~n(og~) - 2t~I(o9oo) = O. 
Quite analogously, the following iteration scheme can be used for the minimization of ovf(og): 
ogk + 1 = arg min H(og) - 26I(o9k) o9. (18) 
£o 
In the application to two-dimensional vortex flow systems the nonconvex functional will be of the 
form ouf(og) = (H - p W - o + F+ - tr_ F_ -- ~P)(o9). The iteration scheme (18) for the minimization 
is not useful in this application. We will come back to this in Section 5. 
3.3. The iteration process 
An iteration scheme is constructed, combining the nonconvex optimization and the optimization 
for the Lagrange multipliers. Choose a starting value for the vorticity o90 with corresponding 
streamfunction ¢0. Then at iteration step k, let the streamfunction be given by ~kk and the 
linearization of the energy functional is given by: S 6H (ogk) O9 = S ~Ok O9. Then we determine ogk + 1 as 
a solution of: 
extr {J'~koglI(og) = 7; "'" } 
~ L2 (D) 
for certain (convex) integral constraints I. We define for each iteration step the functional: 
~k(og, 2) = ~ 6 H (ogk)o9 -- 2(I(O9) -- 7). 
The iteration process is given by 
ogk + 1(2) = arg extr 5°k(o9, 2), 
to  
2k + 1 = arg extr ~Pk(2) = arg extr 5-ek(ogk + 1(2), 2). 
From ogk + 1 one finds ~k + 1 by application of a Laplace solver for the Poisson equation 
--  / J~ /k+ I = ( ;ok+i-  
Within the first part of the iteration step, (.Ok+ 1 is only determined as a function of the yet to 
determine Lagrange multipliers 2. In fact, the variational principle for o9 is used to fix the shape of 
the new vorticity distribution, which in turn is used to find the multipliers from the finite- 
dimensional optimization problem. Then, finally, the vorticity ogk + 1 is found as a function of the 
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new multipliers. The use of the shape of the new vorticity function can be seen as a half iteration 
step. The iteration scheme is then represented by 
I//k ~ (Dk+ 1/2 ~ '~k+ 1 ~ (Dk+ 1 ~ Ok+ 1" (19) 
At each iteration step the multipliers are found such that the constraints are satisfied. This means 
that no distraction takes place from the level sets of the integrals. This can be verified directly by 
considering the derivatives of the functional ~k with respect o the multipliers. 
We consider the application of the method to dipolar vortices in a bounded domain with 
periodic boundary conditions and secondly to rotating monopolar vortices in the plane. We will 
use the following notation: 
{0 ifx 0 {1 
(x)+ = 0, if x~<0 (x)_ = X(x )= x, if x<0 0, i fx~<0.  
4. Dipolar vortices 
The numerical method consists of a construction of iterates ((.Ok) converging to an extremal 
solution of (6), corresponding to an extremal solution of the nonconvex functional 
9¢g(to) = n(to) - # W(to) - tr+F+(to) - tr_F_(to). 
We define 
~k(to, p, tr+,a_)= fOkto - -p ( l  f to2 - -w) - -a+( f ( to )+- - ,+) - -a_ ( f ( to )_ - -7_ ) .  (20) 
With p > 0 and tr_ ~< tr+, it holds that to ~ ~k(to, P, a+, tr_) is strictly concave on L2(D). 
Let too be a starting value with corresponding streamfunction 0o- At iteration step k + 1, let 
tok + 1 be the solution of the concave maximization: 
tok + 1 = arg extr Aek (to, #, tr +, tr_). 
co ~ L 2 (D) 
Using/~ > 0, we rewrite the Euler-Lagrange equation of this optimization, to represent the unique 
maximizer by 
1 
(Dk+l = - - ( (Ok  - -  0"+)+ "t- (Ok - -  0" - ) - ) .  (21)  
Substitution of tog + a into the functional ~k  yields a function 
if ~k( . ,  ~÷, ~-) = ~ ((0k - ~ , )~ + (0k - ~-)~-) + ~w + ~.~.  + ~_~_ 
which is convex in/~, as follows directly from Lemma 3.1. The function is indeed strictly convex and 
coercive in # on [0, oo) and hence p ---, £~k(#, a+, a_) admits a unique minimum on [0, oe), denoted 
by #k+ 1: 
~Uk +1 = (2W)-1/Z (~ (Ok -- a +)2+ + (Ok -- a _)2-)1/2. 
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The minimizer/~k + ~ of 2Pk corresponds to the smallest eigenvalue 1/l~k+ 1 of the Laplace eigenvalue 
problem for the vorticity on D + and D_. Substitution of/~k +1 into £Pk yields the function 
~(0.+,  0.-)  = (2w) l /2 ( f (O~ - 0.+)~+ + (0~ - 0-_)=_)1/2 + 0-+~+ + 0-_~_.  
Since LPk(/~, 0.+, 0.-) is convex in 0.+, 0._ by Lemma 3.1, the lemma does not apply to ~k(0.+, 0.-) in 
case of a minimization for p. Nevertheless we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. ~k is strictly convex on ~ x R. 
Proof. The function ffk is convex if both the Hessian and O2ff~k/80-2 are nonnegative. It holds 
ness(~k)  = (2w) ( I (0k  - -  o"+) 2 + (Ok - -  0"-)2-)  -2  
× Egr (0 - -  - Ok)( l ' (Ok - 0.+)~ ]'~r (Ok - 0.+) - (] '(Ok - 0.+)+) 2) 
+ )'~r(Ok -- 0 -+)( f (Ok - 0-_)2- far (o-_  - Ok) - ( f (Ok  -- 0 - - ) - )=)] .  
We use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to find 
f(Ok - 0.+)+ = S(Ok - 0-+)x(ok - 0.+) ~ (S(Ok - 0.+)2+)i/2 (J'X(Ok -- 0-+))i=, (22) 
f (Ok - 0.-)- = f (Ok -- 0-_)X(0-_ - Ok) <~ ( I (Ok - 0--)2-)1/2(fX( 0-- - Ok)) ~/z, (23) 
which yields Hess(~k) >10. It is straightforward to check that 82~k/80.~ >I 0 and we conclude that 
~k is convex. We now argue that ~k is strictly convex, using the result of Cauchy-Schwarz that 
equality only holds in (22) and (23) for a linear dependence of the integrands. Then the assumption 
that Hess(C~k) = 0 implies the existence of two constants cb c2 such that 
(0k  - 0 .+)+ = c l  X (0~ - 0 .+) ,  
(Ok - 0 - - ) -  = c2 X(0 ._  - Ok). 
This implies however that Ok = constant and therefore o) k = 0 on D + and D_, which is a contradic- 
tion with the definitions of D + and D_. We conclude that ffk(0- +, 0--) is strictly convex. Therefore 
LTk admits a unique minimum in the bounded set T, defined by: 
T = t(0.+, 0._)6 N21min Ok(X)< 0-- <~ 0.+ < max Ok(X)l. [] 
l xeD xeD ) 
In the next section we present he method that was used to obtain 0-+,k+1 and 0--,k+ 1. 
Substitution of the multipliers 0-+.k+ 1and 0-_,k+ 1 into the expression for/~k+ ~ and subsequently 
into C0k+ 1, yields the extremal solution of (20) at iteration step k + 1. Then from e)k+ 1 one finds 
0k+l as the unique solution of: 
- -  A0k  + 1 = ('Ok + 1, in D 
Ok+ 1 = 0, on ~O. 
This gives the iteration scheme (19). 
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For suitable values of the parameters (w, ? +, 7- ) ,  existence of an extremal solution of (6) can be 
proved. In general there is no uniqueness of an extremizing solution of (6), but depending on the 
starting value ~'o, the iteration process will converge to a unique extremal solution of (20). 
4.1. Determination of the multipliers 
The minimizers O'+,k+ 1,a-,k+ 1 of the strictly convex function ~k(a+, O_) satisfy the relations 
~-____~ _ 0 f f~ _ 0. 
Equivalently, we find (a+,k+ 1, a -k+ 1) as the unique solution of the nonlinear system F = G = 0, 
with 
~(~ - a+)~+ + (~ - a - )  ~- 2w 
F(a+, a_) = (~(~k -- a+)+) 2 -- ?-~+' 
G(o+,,r_) - ~(~k - o+)+ ~+ 
We will solve the system F = 0, G = 0, using an iterative procedure. It can easily be shown that 
the derivatives of the functions F and G satisfy: 
~F c~F c~G c~G 
- ->0,  - ->0,  ~<0,  - -<0,  
whenever ? + ¢: 0, Y- ~ 0. Then the implicit function theorem gives the existence of a neighbour- 
hood of (a+.k+ 1, a-,k+ 1), in which there exists functions o+ --, or(o+) and o+ -+ o°_(o+), such that 
F(o+, o((o+))= 0 and G(o+, oa_(o+))= 0 respectively. In other words, the implicit function 
theorem gives smooth curves or_(o+) and o°_(o+) along which 
dF dG 
-0 ,  - -=0.  
do+ do+ 
The intersection of the two smooth curves is given by the solution (O+,k+ 1, a-,k+ 1) of the system 
F=0,  G=0.  
Lemma 4.2. For the functions ov_(a+) and a°_(a+), defined by the implicit function theorem as above, 
da F - do_ ° 
d --Y d-V2+ 
Proof .  We use the notat ion  [D+I : S~(~k -- o'+), ID-I  : S~Y(o-_ - ~kk). Wi th  dF/da+ = 0 a long  
ar_(a+), 
da e _ aF/Oa+ 2w ID+I -- ?2 
da + ~F/~a_ 7 + 7 - 
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With the application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 72+ ~< ~o92+ ID+I ~< 2wlD+l, we find 
immediately that dtrV-/da+ ~< 0. Similarly, for a~_(tr+), 
da ~_ ~G/~a+ 7-ID+I 
. . . . .  ~<0. 
dtr+ dG/Otr_ y+ ID-I 
Then again with Cauchy-Schwarz' inequality 
72+ ID-I + 72- ID+I ~< (So92 + ~o~2-)lD+llD-I = 2wlD+llD-I, 
one finds that 
dav _ da_ ~ 2w ID+IID-I - ~2ID-I - 721D+1 
do'+ d~+ 7+y-ID+IID-I 
~<0. [] 
We use the following iteration process to find the minimizers (a+,k+ 1, tr_ ,k+ 1) (see Fig. 2): Solve 
iteratively tr+ from F(tr+, trv_(a+)) = 0 and a_ from G(aG+(a_), a_) = O. 
The process converges to the minimizers (a+,k+ 1, a -k+ 1) of 5 v. Since always tr_ ~< tr+, a good 
starting value for the iteration is given by a pair (tr+,k, a+,k). 
4.2. Numerical results 
Several calculations are presented for the domain D = [ -1 ,  1] × I - -1,  1]. We make use of 
a representation i Chebyshev series. Chebyshev polynomials have the property to accumulate 
collocation points near the boundaries of the domain. The nonequidistant grid is useful for 
accurate calculations of the nonconfined solutions and especially for the calculations close to the 
Fig. 2. Iterative procedure for the calculation of the multipliers tr + and tr_. 
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transition point from confined to unconfined solutions. The number of Chebyshev polynomials 
used in both x- and y-direction is 64, corresponding to a 64 x 64 grid. 
The multiple integrals occurring in the problem can be reduced to simple summations of the 
Chebyshev coefficients. As an efficient and accurate numerical method for solving the Poisson 
problem for the streamfunction, a spectral multigrid method is used, see [12, 13]. 
The values w = 3.2 and 7+ = 1.6 are fixed, while different values are chosen for 7-. Fig. 3 shows 
the contour plot for the vorticity for the parameter values w = 3.2, 7+ = 1.6, 7- = - 1.6. For this 
choice of parameter values it is known that there exists a solution such that the multipliers tr ÷ and 
tr_ satisfy the relation: tr ÷ = o-_. This dipolar vortex is symmetric and confined. This solution is 
found numerically with the starting value ~o = cos(½7tx)sin ny. 
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Fig. 3. Contour  p lot  o f  the vort ic i ty  so lu t ion  of  (6) wi th  7 -  = - 7+ = - 1.6. 
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Fig. 4. Contour and spatial plots of the vorticity solution of (6) with 7- = - 1.3. 
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We find a branch of confined dipolar solutions, parametrized by the value of 7-. There exists 
a neighbourhood of ~_ = - 7 ÷ such that confined solutions of (6) exist. These solutions will be 
nonsymmetric, since the circulation of one patch of the dipolar vortex is stronger than the other. 
The nonsymmetric dipoles can be found numerically with @o = cos(½nx)sin y. In Fig. 4 such 
a nonsymmetric vorticity solution is shown for parameter values w = 3.2, 7÷ = 1.6, 7- = - 1.3. 
In Fig. 5 the value 7- = - 1.15 is taken and ~Oo = cos(½rcx)sin Try. In this figure the value of the 
multiplier o'_ has become positive, such that the vorticity solution is not confined. 
The dependence on the initial condition is illustrated in Fig. 6, were the same parameter 
values were chosen as in Fig. 3, but with initial condition for the streamfunction: ~o =-  
cos(-t2rcx)cos(½rcy). Although the algorithm converges to a unique maximum of (20) for a given 
initial condition ~'o, it is observed that there is no uniqueness of an extremizing solution of (6). The 
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Fig. 5. Contour  plot of  the vorticity solut ion of  (6) with 7-  = - 1.15. 
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Fig. 6. Contour plot of the vorticity solution of (6) with y_  = - 1 .6  and with initial condition for the streamfunction 
~o = - cos(½~x) cos(½~y) 
unconfined vorticity configuration found here has a lower energy value than the confined solution 
in Fig. 3, which indicates that the iteration process converges to a local maximum of the variational 
problem (6). In Fig. 7 the value of 7- is changed to -0 .65 ,  for the same initial condition 
~o = -cos(½nx)cos(½ny) as in Fig. 5. The solution is confined and consists of more than two 
regions of nonzero vorticity. 
5. Monopolar vortices 
We will consider the case of rotating vortices in the plane. A variational characterization for 
monopolar vortices is given by (8) with variational inequalities (10) and (11). We define the 
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Fig. 7. Contour  and  spatial  p lots of the vort ic ity solut ion of (6) with 7-  = - 0.65 and  with ~'o = - cos(½nx)cos (½rty). 
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funct iona l  ,-~k at iteration step k: 
.~k(O,, ~,, ~, ~) = $~,k~ -- I, (½50~ 2 -- Wl -- a(hO -- 7) -- ~(½5r% -- p). 
Starting with initial condit ion ~o, or more generally given ~kk, the next iteration step would read 
(Dk + 1 = arg  extr "~k  ((D, ~A, 0", 00. 
m>~0 
In case # > 0 this would be a concave maximizat ion and similarly in case p < 0 a convex 
minimization for co. The extremal solution Ogk +1 will satisfy 
(Dk+l  ~- /A + 
(We could call this COk + 1/2 as ment ioned before.) Substitution into ~k  yields 
Pk + 1 = arg extr .~q°k (e~k + Z, P, 0", ~) 
# 
f ( l c t r 2 )  2 /2 Ipk - -  a - -  2 . + •W + O'y + o~p• =argextr~ # + 
The expression for Pk ÷ z will be different in case of a maximizat ion or a minimization, with p > 0 
and p < 0 respectively• We find for p > 0, 
_ 1 ~2~2 ~1/2 
m+l  = (2w)  - ln (~(~k ~- -  2 ~-  J+ ,  , 
and for # < 0, 
Pk+l = -- (2W)-1/2 (~(ffk -- a -- ½~r2)2_) 1/2. 
After substitution of/~k + 1 into ~k  there remains a convex minimization problem for the other 
multipliers ~ and a. These minimizations can be solved with a steepest descent method• We will 
come back to this in Section 5.1. 
Note that we use the iteration scheme (13) for both maximizat ion and minimization of the 
constrained energy. F rom (18) it might seem obvious to use the l inearization of the convex part 
-pW(og) of the functional ~f~(a~), in case p < 0. However, this results in the iteration scheme 
Ogk+ 1 = (--#AWk -- 2~)+. 
Besides the fact that each iterate COk + 1 will be less smooth than its predecessor, the iteration process 
results in a nonconfined solution with co = - 2~ in the surroundings of the "vortex core". This 
iteration scheme is therefore not useful for the calculation of the monopoles. The l inearization of 
the energy functional is still useful for the minimization process under the condit ion that the 
iterates for the vorticity vary slowly, 
~f~(Ogk+ z) = n(COk+ 1) -- #W(~k+ z) -- trF(tOk+ 1)  - -  aP(a~k+ 1) 
,~ H(Ogk) + 5H(Ogk) (COk+ 1 -- tOk) -- #W(COk+ 1) - -  Gr((Dk+ 1) - -  ~P(O~k+ 1)
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where the inequality is due to the definition of the iterate %+ 1: 
('Ok+ 1 = arg min 6H(tOk) o~ -- I~W(to) -- aF (m)  -- ~P(to).  to~>o 
The limit point of this iteration process is again an extremum of the constrained energy. 
The constraint for W(rn)= ½S¢o 2 assures the convexity (or concavity) of the functional 
o~ --. A°k(¢O,/~, tr, ~) as long as/z # 0. As can be expected the convergence of the iteration process 
becomes very slow if this multiplier p becomes very small, since the functional ~k  is almost linear in 
this case. To find the uniform Kirchhoffpatches (with/~ = 0) it is therefore necessary to use another 
iteration scheme. This will not be considered here. 
5.1. Numer ica l  results 
We consider a square domain D that is large enough such that the boundary conditions on the 
bounded, square domain have no influence on the support of the extrema. For the constrained 
maxima of (8), it can be shown that the support of the vortices is necessarily circular symmetric and 
therefore the numerical maxima in D must have circular support for D large enough. 
The calculations are performed on a 64 x 64 equidistant grid. The integrals are determined with 
a 4-point integration procedure. The elliptical problem for ¢, is solved with a 9-point molecule 
Laplace solver. We chose D = [ -  1, 1] x [ -  1, 1], w = 20, 7 = 4 for all calculations. 
Performing the calculations with the iteration scheme described in the previous ection, it turns 
out to be very difficult to get significant parameter domains for the integral values ~, w, p. Indeed, 
for fixed values of 7 and w, there exists only a small parameter domain for p that gives steadily 
rotating axisymmetric solutions [5]: 
)] for maxima: p e 9~w' 8nw - 2 (Po. 1 ~ 2.405; first zero of Bessel function Jo) 
I ~13 73 ] 
for minima: p e 9•w' 8~W " 
For fixed values of 7 and w, the domain for the rotation rate ~ is given by: 
for maxima: a e [0, oo] 
[ w] 
for minima: ~ e - ~,  
The domain for ~ is more manageable and in the numerical calculations we will solve the following 
variational problem: 
extr {H(to) - ~P(to)l W(to) = w; F(og) = 7; co i> 0} (24) 
for fixed values of ct, instead of the variational principle (8). In this way we find p(ct) instead of ~(p). 
The problem then reduces to a minimization of a function C~k(a). 
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The starting value for the calculations is 
co0(r) -- 273 r 2 for r 3 w; 
and COo(r)--0 outside this circular domain. For this initial configuration the enstrophy and 
circulation already possess the correct values. This vorticity distribution coo is a solution of the 
variational problem (see [5]) 
min {P(co)[ W(co) = w; F(co) = ?; co ~> 0}. 
It is one of the confined vortices that are known to satisfy the variational principle (8), although it is 
a solution with 1/~ = 8P/OH = 0 or with a = + ~. This variational principle and its unique 
confined solution will be used to compare analytical with numerical results. Other monopolar  
vortices that are used for this purpose are the solutions of the following variational problems: 
Patch of uniform vorticity, solution of: min {HIP  = p; F(co) = ~,; co >i 0}, 
Leith vortex [10], solution of: max {HI W = w; F(co) = ?; co 1> 0}. 
The patch of uniform vorticity rotates with angular vorticity ~ = - w/?, while the Leith vortex is 
stationary with ct = 0. 
In Fig. 8 we show the integral diagram of the energy versus the angular momentum. The curve 
through the points A, B and C corresponds to analytical results [5-1 and A, B and C are the values 
corresponding to the patch of uniform vorticity, the initial vorticity configuration coo and the Leith 
vortex respectively. The slope of the curve must be equal to the value of ~, since ~ = OH/SP. 
Also in Fig. 8 numerical results are presented for different values of 0t in the integral diagram for 
H and P. It is observed that energy values are found which are higher than the absolute maximum 
of the energy (represented by the point C). The errors are due to the numerical resolution and the 
results are better for a finer grid. 
We observe no significant difference in the convergence of the iteration processes in cases of 
maximization and minimization. Fig. 9 shows typical vorticity distributions for maximization and 
minimization respectively. Although the iteration scheme is constructed for maximizations (see 
(13)), the process converges monotonical ly for minimizations as well. However, for certain values of 
the parameter ~the minimization process converges to a solution that is not circular symmetric. 
For maximizations of the form (24) it can be shown, using a rearrangement argument, that the 
solutions have circular support. However, the circular symmetry is not known a priori for the 
solutions of a minimization. For values of ~ in [ -  ~,  -w/? ] ,  circular symmetric solutions of the 
minimization do exist, but not for ~ outside this interval. We consider a value of ~ close to - w/?, 
corresponding to a point on the curve between A and B in Fig. 8, close to point A. For the circular 
symmetric solution corresponding to such a value of 0t, the multiplier/~ will be close to zero and the 
functional Aek(co,/~, tr, ~) will be almost linear in co. In this case the iterative process is observed to 
converge to a nonsymmetric solution with its centre of vorticity outside the origin. The value of the 
multiplier/~ for this solution is not so small. A contour plot of such a nonsymmetric solution is 
shown in Fig. 10. The value of the parameter p = p(~) of this nonsymmetric vortex is much larger 
than for the circular symmetric vortex that corresponds to the same value of 0c We compare the 
calculations for ~ = - 6.5 with the results in Fig. 8 and with the analytical result for the uniform 
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Fig. 8. Top: HP-d iagram for the ro tat ion  symmetr ic  so lut ions of (24). A corresponds to the patch  of uni form vort ic ity 
with ct = - 5, B to the vortex ~o with ct = oo and C to the Leith vortex with :t = 0. Bottom: Ca lcu lat ions  are per formed 
for the max imizat ion  (24) with ~ = 100, 10, 5, 2, 1, 0.5, 0.2, 0, and for the min imizat ion  with :t = - 100, - 10, - 8, - 7.5, 
- 7.25, - 7, - 6.75, - 6.5. (The result for ct = - 6.5 is not  shown in this picture; see text and  Fig. 10.) 
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Fig. 9. Spat ia l  plots of the vort ic i ty so lut ion of (24) for ~t = 7 (top) and  ct = - 7 (bottom).  
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Fig. 10. Contour plot of the vorticity solution of (24) with ~t = - 6.5. 
patch A. For ~ = -6 .5  the process converged to a nonsymmetric solution with the following 
values for P and H: P = 0.176, H = 1.204. These values lie far outside the scope of the pictures in 
Fig. 8 as the value of the energy for the nonsymmetric solution is much smaller than the energy 
value of the circular patch A. It is found that there exists a whole branch of nonsymmetric solutions 
of(24). Such nonsymmetric solutions also exist for values of~ not in [ -  w/7, ~].  Further esults on 
the nonsymmetric monopoles will not be shown here. 
6. Concluding remarks 
We showed results of calculations for some typical parameter values for w, ~,+, ~,_, ~. The choice 
for these parameters was motivated by our interest in finding nonsymmetric dipolar vortices and 
circular symmetric monopoles. 
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The grid size for these calculations was 64 x 64. This showed good results for an acceptable 
amount of computation time. For a coarser grid, large errors are made in the calculation of the 
integrals on the free vortex domain, since the size of the grid is crucial for detecting the position of 
the free boundary. The values of the integrals depend particularly on the position of the boundary 
of the vorticity support and the accuracy of the integration procedure itself showed to be of less 
importance. 
Since the multipliers are determined such that the integral constraints are satisfied, errors in the 
calculations of the integrals can result in relative large errors in the values of the multipliers (while 
the integral constraints are still satisfied properly). These errors in the multipliers, and conse- 
quently the error in the vorticity solution, can cause quite a deviation in the resulting energy value. 
Moreover, the value of the energy on the free vortex domain contains an error due to the 
calculation with a coarse grid. 
The convergence of the iteration process does not seem to be seriously influenced by a coarser 
grid. Although the convergence is slower for a coarser grid, the process converges to an extremal 
solution that satisfies the integral constraints. In case some critical parameter values are given for 
the integral constraints in the variational problem (for instance for the dipolar vortex near the 
transition to a unconfined state, or for the monopolar vortex such that # will become small) the 
process can converge to a vorticity configuration, that, due to the errors in the multipliers, is 
entirely different from the extremal solution of the variational problem. For critical parameter 
values it is therefore necessary to compare with the results of a finer grid. 
To check the convergence ofthe process, we look at the change of certain quantities in successive 
iteration steps. The convergence of the energy value or of one of the multipliers is used as 
a stop-criterion for the iteration process. Since the process eems to convergence steadily for any 
grid size, the convergence does not give a proper indication of the accuracy of the results. The 
calculations are compared with results with half the step size. Furthermore, it is possible to 
compare with analytic results. For the dipolar vortices the symmetric dipole can be used for this 
comparison, while for the monopolar vortices three analytic vortex solutions (see Section 5.1) can 
be used for that purpose. 
The number of iteration steps depends explicitly on the choice of the initial condition ~Oo. 
Furthermore, the process can converge to different (local) extrema, depending on the choice of ~90. 
In Figs. 6 and 7 results are shown of local maxima of (6). In most cases however, the process 
converges to the same extremizers for different initial conditions. 
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